April 14th, “Şahin Ünal Exhibition”

Sarıyer Municipality organised a Şahin Ünal Exhibition for the celebrations of World Art Day. The President of IAA Turkish NC, Bedri Baykam talked about the World Art Day and its importance in the speech he delivered at the opening of the exhibition.

April 15th, “The Opening”

World Art Day celebrations began with Çiğdem Tunç’s presentation and continued with Bedri Baykam’s and Şişli mayor Mustafa Sarıgül’s opening speeches. After the speeches, painter Adnan Çoker received an Honorary Award and another artist Komet, accepted our “best regards”. The celebrations took place with the contributions of Şişli Municipality, continued with a cocktail at the Beymen Brasserie.

April 15th, “Stands”

World Art Day celebrations started at 12 pm on the Abdi İpekçi avenue. At the 26 stands opened with the contributions of important publishers and art institutions, various art books and designs were sold. Yapı Kredi, İş Bankası, Suna – İnan Kıraç Foundation, Boyut, Piramid Art Literatür ve Taschen publications sold books and Piramid, Borusan, İstanbul Culture and Art Foundation (IKSV) and İstanbul Modern Design sold their boks and designer products.